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  Abstract - In this paper we  formulate the problem of
timing analysis with known false sub graphs. This problem
is important  when we want the timing analysis system to
take into account false path information that is supplied
either by the user or by another program, and supply ac-
curate timing information to optimization programs such
as placement and wiring. We present an efficient algorithm
for the problem.

Introduction

  Static timing analysis algorithm, as described in  [1], is
currently a widely used mechanism for efficiently verifying
the timing behavior of circuits..  The algorithm computes
the arrival time of signals in a forward pass through the
timing graph.  The second step involves propagating the
required times computed at the latches in a backward pass
through the graph.  At the end of two passes each vertex in
the timing graph has a computed arrival time AT  and re-
quired arrival time RAT.  The quantity slack SLK  is then
computed as  RAT - AT.  This gives a good local measure
of the magnitude of the timing violation.

  The problem with the static timing analysis procedure
described above is that it does not take logic into account.
Thus some of the paths that are considered by the algo-
rithm may not be logically realizable.  These paths are of-
ten referred to as  false  paths.  Such paths must be detected
and eliminated from consideration from the timing analy-
sis.  This problem has been studied extensively by many
researchers, and various interesting algorithms for false
path detection and elimination have been discovered
[2,3,4,5,6,7].

  In this paper, we formulate and analyze a new problem of
timing analysis given a set of false sub graphs.  The notion
of false sub graphs is more general than the notion of false
paths as we can simultaneously remove the consideration
of multiple paths.

  This problem is useful for a variety of reasons.  In many
cases, users do have an idea that certain paths reported by
the timing system are really false.  This formulation allows
the users to convey this information to the timing system
resulting in a more meaningful analysis.  As will be shown
in Section  2, the ability to remove entire sub graphs from
consideration from timing is a powerful feature.
_______________________________________________
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  A second reason for looking into this problem is that
though techniques described in [2,3,4,5,6,7] solve the
problem of determining the true delay of the circuit, they
do not determine slacks at all points in the design.  These
slacks are a useful input to physical optimization programs,
such as placement and wiring.  Our problem formulation
and solution, with the false sub graphs as input, allows us
to still maintain the notion of slacks in the design.  The
false sub graphs may either be provided by the user or de-
termined automatically.  An interesting problem arises in
this context. The determination that a given path is false
depends on both logic and temporal factors.  Thus, a false
path may not stay false through a physical optimization
process.  For a common definition of a false path, the loose
criterion defined in [4], one could prove that removing the
false paths from consideration during a series of physical
optimization steps (note the false paths were determined at
the start of optimization) will only result in an analysis that
does not underestimate the delays in the circuit.  Thus, the
result of the analysis is still useful and the actual false paths
need not be re-determined during the optimization process.

  The outline of the paper is as follows.  In Section 2, we
formulate the problem of timing analysis with known false
sub graphs.  In Section 3, we describe an algorithm for
solving the problem. In Section 4, we describe some im-
plementation results.  In Section 5, we give the conclu-
sions.

 2  Problem specification

  In this section, we formulate the problem of timing
analysis with known false sub graphs.  For our discussion,
we assume that the timing model of a circuit is a graph.
The graph is assumed to be acyclic.  The edges of the
graph are associated with the delays.

  Let F1,..., Fk  be k false sub graphs, which are sub graphs
of G.  We define the sets Bi, Ei, 1 < i < k, which are re-
ferred to as the begin set  and end set  respectively, as fol-
lows.

Definition 1  The begin set Bi  is the set of vertices x in
each sub graph Fi  such that there are edges in the sub
graph that start from x but there are none that end in x.
Similarly, the end set Ei  is the set of vertices x in each sub
graph Fi such that there are edges in the sub graph that
end in x but none that start from x.



  The problem considered in this paper can be defined as
follows.  An example is illustrated in Figure 1 .

Definition 2  The problem of timing the graph G with false
sub graphs F1,...,Fk, consists of computing the timing
quantities AT, RAT and SLK for all the vertices in G, while
disregarding some paths from the analysis.  The paths to
be disregarded are the set of all paths in G, which have a
sub path in some Fi,  that starts at a vertex in Bi and ends
in a vertex in Ei.

  In the definition above, if the false sub graphs are speci-
fied by the user, then there is a necessity for making the
user specification easier.  One mechanism involves specify-
ing   Fi as a set of ordered pair of vertices.  An ordered pair
(vl, vm) implies the inclusion of all the edges and vertices in
G, that lie on a path from vl  to vm, into Fi.  The sub graph
Fi can be specified as a collection of such ordered pairs.
Note that this specification in some cases may be the same
as specifying all the edges in Fi,  resulting in no compres-
sion in specification.  For example in Figure 1, F1  cannot
be specified as {(v1, v7)} as this will result in the inclusion
of the diagonal edges. Instead, it needs to be specified as a
set of seven ordered pairs corresponding to the seven edges
of the graph.  However, in many cases this will allow com-
pact user specification of false sub graphs.  For example,
consider the standard false path situation as shown in Fig-
ure 2.  Assuming the control path delays are small, all
paths leading from the I1  pin of the first multiplexer MUX1

to the I1 pin of the second multiplexer MUX2 are false. This
is because the control signal setting that allows the propa-
gation at the first pin will block the propagation at the sec-
ond pin.  This situation can be specified by using a single
ordered pair. The false sub graph is represented by the set
{( MUX1/I1, MUX2/I1)}.

3   Algorithm for the problem

  The overall approach of the algorithm is the same as de-
scribed in [1], except that the timing information  com-
puted at a node is now more complex.  The algorithm
computes multiple arrival and required times at a node.
The different arrival and required times at a node are dis-
tinguished based on a set attribute. The set attribute is a
subset of the set {1,...,k}, where k is the number of input
false sub graphs.  In other words, the set attribute is an
element of the power set of {1,...,k}.  For example, with k
= 2, the possible values for the set attribute are {}, {1},
{2}, and {1, 2}.  The set attribute value gives the set of
false sub graphs the signal has come through.

  At a node in the graph, some of the elements of the power
set are associated with timing information.  The actual
elements that have associated timing information at a node

is determined by the algorithm, which is described below.
We will use the notation AT(v, s), RAT(v, s), SLK(v, s) to
denote the respective timing quantities at node v  for the
element s of the power set.

  We first describe the arrival time propagation phase of the
algorithm.  The required time propagation is essentially the
inverse of the arrival time propagation.  Once these are
calculated at a node v, the slack is obtained by first com-
puting SLK(v,s) = RAT(v,s) - AT(v,s) for all s, where s  is
an element of the power set with a valid time at the node.
The slack at the node   is then computed as the minimum of
the quantities SLK(v,s) for all elements s of the power set at
the node.

  The arrival time propagation phase is a breadth first ap-
proach starting at the primary inputs.  The arrival time at
the primary inputs are based on user assertions.  These
times are taken to be associated with the null set Ø.  A
node v is processed for arrival time computation only if all
the edges incident to v come from vertices whose arrival
time information has already been computed. Since the
timing graph G is acyclic, this algorithm will result in the
computation of arrival times at all nodes in the graph. The
arrival time processing at node v is described below, fol-
lowing some definitions.

Definition 3  For every node v in G, we define the set
BG(v)  to be the set of all false sub graphs for which the
vertex v is a element in the begin set. In other words,
BG(v) = {i|v ∈ Βι}.  Similarly, we define EG(v) to be the
set of all false sub graphs for which the vertex v  is in the
end set. In other words, EG(v) = {i|v ∈ Ει}.

Definition 4  For every edge e in G, we define the set
IN (e)  to be the set of all indices of false sub graphs that
contain e.

 Algorithm 1
 --------------------------------------------
arrival_process ( v )  {
   for each edge e ← (u, v) {
        for each element s  ( in power set )
                 with valid time at u do {
              s’ ← (s ∪ BG (u)) ∩ IN (e)
              if ( s’ ∩  EG (v) = Ø {
                    AT(v, s’) ← max(AT(u,s) + delay(e), AT (v,s’))
                 }
             }
         }
     }
--------------------------------------------



  An element set indicates the set of false sub graphs the
arriving signal has propagated through.  The algorithm
above takes each arrival time at the source of an edge and
derives the sink arrival time and the sink element set.  The
sink element set is obtained by taking the source element
set and performing a union with BG (source) , followed by
intersection with IN (edge).  The union operation signifies
the new false sub graphs that begin at the source point.
The intersection operation signifies that the sink element
set cannot contain indices of false sub graphs that do not
contain the edge e.  If the sink element set contains an in-
dex of a false sub  graph that ends at vertex v, then the
propagated arrival time is ignored.  This condition is
checked by determining if s’ and EG (sink) have a valid
intersection.  If they do not, then the arrival time at the sink
is updated to the maximum
of the computed arrival time and the previously computed
result (which is taken as - ∞ if there is none before).  The
required arrival time computation proceeds in a reverse
manner to the arrival time propagation.  The complete
algorithm result for the example in Figure 1 is shown in
Figure 3.

  The performance of the algorithm depends heavily on the
number of elements of the power set that are associated
with valid times at a node.  In the most general case, the
number of elements at a node v  is bounded above by 2f,
where f is the number of false sub graphs that contain v.
This bound will be reached only when there are varied
patterns of intersections between the false sub graphs. If all
the false graphs are really just false paths, we can prove the
following theorem.

Theorem 1  If all the false sub graphs are just false paths,
then the number of elements with valid times at a node v is
at most f,  where f  is the number of false paths that go
through v.

Proof:  Let s be an element with a valid time at node v.
Among all the false path indices in set s, let i be the index
of a false path whose sub path subi, till node v is the long-
est. It can be seen that the sub paths of the other false paths
in set s till node v are also sub paths of subi. Also, if a false
path, with index x, has a sub path starting from its start
vertex till node v which is a sub path of subi, then the index
x must be an element of set s. Based on the above observa-
tions the set s is totally determined by the index of the false
path with the maximum sub path.  Since there are only f
choices for this index, there can be only f different set ele-
ments at the node.   

  It should be noted that the above theorem does not imply
that it is advantageous to deal only with false paths.  This is
because the number of false paths that are needed to re-

place a false sub graph  may be exponential in terms of the
size of the false sub graph.

4  Implementation Results

  The algorithm for timing analysis with known false sub
graphs has been implemented as part of a timing analysis
program. The performance results of the algorithm are pre-
sented for a two dimensional array of blocks as shown in
Figure 4. Each of the blocks in the circuit has two inputs
and two outputs.  The timing graph for a block connects
each of the inputs to the outputs by direct edges. The re-
sults presented in this section are for a mesh of size 100,
with number of edges in the timing graph equal to 60,200.

          Total False        False           Avg. Edge        Time
          Edges Paths      Per Path

                         0               0                  0.0             12.6
                30,000           159               188.7             20.1
                60,000           314               191.1             29.8
                90,000           463               194.4             39.3
              120,000           609               197.0             51.4
              150,000           760               197.4             60.9
              180,000           919               195.9             74.2
              210,000         1063               197.6             86.4
              240,000         1218               197.0           107.5
              270,000         1357               199.0           123.8

Table 1:  Performance for false paths on 100 by 100 mesh

  In Table 1, we give the execution time for timing analysis
for varying number of false paths.  The times are in sec-
onds on a IBM RS/6000 processor. The false paths were
randomly generated by walking backwards randomly from
outputs of the mesh to the inputs of the mesh.  The first
column gives the total number of false path edges that were
asserted.  This is just the count of the total number of edges
in each false path.  The second column gives the number of
false paths.  The third column  gives the average number of
edges in a false path, which can be derived from the first
two columns.  The fourth column gives the execution time
of the  timing analysis algorithm.  The table shows the per-
formance of the algorithm from 0 false path edges to
270,000 false path edges (which is more than 4 times the
original timing graph size).  The table shows that the per-
formance is fairly linear in the range.



          Total False      False             Avg. Edges         Time
          Edges Paths    Sub Graphs   Per Sub Graph

                         0                     0                     0.0        12.6
                30,000                   29               1034.5        19.3
                60,000                   54               1111.1        29.6
                90,000                   80               1125.0        43.2
              120,000                 107               1121.5        52.6
              150,000                 133               1127.8        65.3
              180,000                 153               1176.5        73.2
              210,000                 169               1242.6        87.0
              240,000                 194               1237.1      103.6
              270,000                 217               1244.2      120.0

Table 2: Performance for false sub graphs on 100 by 100
mesh

  In Table 2,  we give the execution time for timing analysis
for varying number of false sub graphs.  The false sub
graphs were randomly generated by walking backwards
randomly from outputs of the mesh to the inputs of the
mesh.  Instead of going backwards on only one edge to a
point, a secondary edge was also traced back on certain
points.  These points were chosen randomly based on an
input probability.  The first column gives the total number
of false path edges that were asserted.  This is the total of
the number of edges in the individual false sub graphs. The
second column gives the number of false sub graphs.  The
third column  gives the average number of edges in a false
sub graph, that can be derived from the first two columns.
The fourth column gives the execution time of the  timing
analysis algorithm.  The table shows the performance of
the algorithm for the identical range of false path edges as
in Table 1.  The overall performance matches the perform-
ance shown in Table 1.  It should be noted that although
the two tables contain similar results for matching numbers
of false edges, the sub graph results are more impressive
because they suppress many more false paths.  This is be-
cause a sub graph is, in general, equivalent to many indi-
vidual paths, but a sub graph specification uses far fewer
edges.

5  Conclusions

  We formulated the problem of timing analysis with
known false sub graphs and presented an algorithm for
solving the problem.  Furthermore, we described some
performance results of the implementation, which showed
the effectiveness of the problem formulation and solution.
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Fig. 3: Arrival Time and Required Time propagation (N = No RAT)
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Fig. 1. Timing graph and false sub graphs.
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Fig. 2. A standard false path test case.
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